
Montana Historical Highway Markers: A
Guidebook to the State's Rich History On the
Road
Montana's vast and captivating landscape is not just a visual feast but also
a testament to the state's rich history. Hidden amidst the rolling hills,
towering mountains, and crystal-clear rivers lie historical highway markers,
silent guardians of the state's past. These markers serve as breadcrumbs
along the scenic byways of Montana, guiding travelers through a
captivating journey of discovery and remembrance.

The Birth of Montana Historical Highway Markers

The concept of historical highway markers in Montana was born in the
1930s, during the Great Depression. As part of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's New Deal, the Works Progress Administration (WPA) employed
out-of-work artists and historians to create a series of roadside markers
commemorating significant historical events and sites. In Montana, the
WPA and the Montana State Highway Commission joined forces to install
these markers along the state's highways.
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Types of Historical Highway Markers

Montana's historical highway markers encompass a diverse range of
topics, reflecting the state's multifaceted history. They include:

Historical Sites: Markers that indicate the location of historically
significant places, such as battlefields, forts, trading posts, and
homesteads.

Events: Markers that commemorate important historical events, such
as the Lewis and Clark Expedition, the Battle of Little Bighorn, and the
Montana Constitutional Convention.

People: Markers that honor notable figures who played a significant
role in Montana's history, such as Native American leaders, explorers,
miners, and politicians.

Exploring Montana's History Through Markers

Following the historical highway markers is like embarking on a self-guided
tour of Montana's past. Here are some examples of fascinating markers to
seek out:

Lewis and Clark Trail: Markers along Highway 200 trace the path of
the Lewis and Clark Expedition, offering glimpses into their encounters
with Native American tribes and the challenges they faced.
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Sitting Bull's Birthplace: A marker near Mobridge, South Dakota,
marks the birthplace of Sitting Bull, the legendary Lakota leader who
led his people against the U.S. Army at the Battle of Little Bighorn.

Virginia City: Markers in this historic gold rush town tell the story of its
boom-and-bust days and its role in shaping Montana's mining industry.

Preserving the Past for the Future

Montana's historical highway markers hold immense value in preserving
and transmitting the state's history to future generations. By marking and
commemorating significant sites and events, these markers serve as
educational tools and reminders of the rich tapestry of human experience
that has shaped Montana. As we travel along the state's highways, let us
pause at these historical markers, take in their stories, and appreciate the
enduring legacy of our past.

Montana's historical highway markers are more than just roadside signs;
they are portals to the state's historical treasures. By following these
markers, travelers can delve into the depths of Montana's past, discover
captivating stories, and gain a deeper understanding of the people, events,
and places that have shaped this extraordinary state. Embark on a
historical journey along Montana's highways and let the markers guide you
through a timeless tapestry of discovery.
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